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Gambling sits at the interface between neurobiology, learning and reward-

driven behaviour and environmental and social factors. As a neuropsycholo-

gist and neuroscientist concerned with the relationship between the brain,

behaviour and social functioning, it has been a pleasure to edit the wide-

ranging contributions in this volume. This section includes global (Asia,

Americas, Australia, Europe) and richly diverse pieces that cover the

reconceptualization of gambling disorder symptoms, new insights on neu-

rocognitive and affective mechanisms of problem gambling, the evolving

influence of gambling environments, and revisiting the insights into gam-

bling behaviour made possible using animal models. Different authors offer

novel views on classic symptoms such as tolerance and cognitive distortions,

psychopathological mechanisms including reward and stress, and the failure

of top-down systems to control impulsive and loss-chasing behaviours.

Deficits in emotion regulation, interoception, and metacognition are also

considered in the context of disordered gambling. There is an impressive

charting of emerging gambling environments, including monetised gaming

activities and online gambling and gaming platforms. Plus, the promise of

animal models to aid our understanding of causal relationships between

comorbid conditions and gambling behaviour is discussed, along with the

potential pitfalls of this approach.

While using different methodologies and levels of analyses, from neurosci-

ence to social approaches, there are remarkably common themes across the

manuscripts. Two key commonalities are the power of gambling devices and

environments to lure reward-driven behaviour, and the significance of loss

(and related stress) — both as an early affective experience and predisposing

factor and an inherent consequence of gambling, which keep fuelling

gambling behaviour in a downward spiral. While impairments in impulse

control and decision making have long been recognised as central features of

problem gambling, the importance of other cognitive and affective processes

is increasingly being recognised.

In a comprehensive piece, Ruiz de Lara and Perales provide an overview of

the neurobiological and learning aspects of gambling behaviour. They

emphasise the non-exclusive contributions of reward deficiency (an inherent

appetite for large intense rewards) and incentive sensitisation (the selective

tuning of reward systems towards gambling stimuli at the expense of natural

reinforcers). They also discuss the interaction between these reward mech-

anisms and gambling beliefs (cognitive distortions and maladaptive emotion

regulation strategies) in fuelling loss of control over behaviour. Jeong et al.
also touch on the role of suppressed emotions and related impulsivity to

provide a novel perspective on gaming behaviour. They reflect on the

relevance of poor emotion regulation, stress and aggression as a potential
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motivation for (and resulting liability of) excessive internet and video

gaming. King and Delfabbro take a completely different perspective on

video gaming by analysing how novel in-game monetisation strategies

purposefully lure reward systems and can foster full-on gambling-related

activities. Delving into environmental factors, Bouguettaya et al. systemati-

cally and quantitatively analyse evidence on the relationship between

gambling advertising and gambling-related attitudes, intentions and beha-

viours. Notably, they find support for a positive dose-response relationship

between exposure to gambling advertising and actual gambling behaviour.

Mestre-Bach et al. take a closer look at the transdiagnostic construct of

emotion regulation as potentially central to the emergence of gambling

disorder. Poor emotion regulation can arise through attachment deficits,

which are common in GD, and facilitate the impulsivity and executive

dysfunction associated with gambling problems. Interventions that improve

emotion regulation, either as a primary or secondary outcome, may therefore

be particularly effective. In addition to decision making and impulsivity,

Balodis also considers the importance of impaired metacognition and

interoception in mediating gambling problems. Impaired self-awareness,

both in terms of cognitive performance and bodily states, can lead to a

breakdown in the relationship between conduct and confidence, and

thereby amplify the manifestation of maladaptive behaviors. Goudriaan

further emphasises the need to understand the cognitive, affective, and

motivational aspects of gambling disorder, and how these neuropsychologi-

cal features change over the course of treatment. They also review a series of

studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation to target the executive

impairments associated with gambling disorder, and consider the potential

importance of neuromodulation in general as a plausible treatment option

that warrants further research.

Research with non-human subjects, informed by the clinical and neuroim-

aging literature, has the potential to significantly advance our understanding

of the neurobiological systems underlying some of the cognitive and

behavioral symptoms of problematic gambling behaviour. Although the full

range of socioeconomic factors that contribute to gambling disorder can

never be fully captured by this approach, animal studies can be vital in

determining causal links between brain function and behavior. Freeland

et al. provide a thoughtful consideration of the different ways in which risk

and loss have been represented in rodent decision-making paradigms, and

the limitations inherent in their design. They also discuss the methods

through which losses disguised as wins, near-miss effects, and the escalation

of commitment bias have been modelled in rats. The proliferation of

different behavioral tasks aiming to explore the cognitive biases in decision

making that are thought most relevant for gambling disorder is a promising

sign that the behavioral neuroscience community is interested in applying

their expertise to help understand this condition. Vonder Haar also elegantly

highlights this uptick in animal models of gambling in the past 10 years, and

summarises the potential for animal studies to probe the interaction

between comorbid conditions in promoting risky decision making, such

as substance use and acquired brain injury. Indeed, as noted repeatedly by

many of the articles in this volume, gambling disorder rarely exists in a

vacuum, and is often associated with numerous other psychopathologies.

Teasing apart issues of cause and consequence can therefore be difficult.

Setlow et al. provide a concise and highly informative review of the synergy

evident between animal models of risky decision making and drug taking,

indicating that exposure to uncertain rewards or psychostimulant drugs can

increase responding for the other. They also consider iatrogenic gambling

explore the neural, neurochemical, and
molecular basis of higher-order cognitive

processes, such as impulsivity and gambling-

related decision making, with a view to

improving treatment options for addiction
and compulsive disorders. She has recently

started a translational program of research to

test predictions from rodent models in human

subjects and vice versa. Her lab is based in
the Djavad Mowafaghian Centre for Brain

Health, a state-of-the art building devoted to

translational neuroscience, which aims to
optimise treatment of brain disorders through

excellence in research and healthcare

delivery. Her group’s work highlights the

synergy in brain mechanisms between poor
decision making and drug-taking, and has

recently shown that the sensory stimulation

provided by electronic gambling games

promotes risky, maladaptive choices.
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disorder observed in Parkinsonian patients administered

dopamine agonists, and the clear parallels observed in

animal studies in which such drugs have been repeatedly

administered to rats performing tests of decision making

and impulse control. These findings indicate that the

gambling-like behaviour of rats is subject to the same

neurochemical regulation as in humans, at least with

respect to the dopamine system. All three articles note

that most of this basic neuroscience research has predom-

inantly used male rats, and calls for future work to

incorporate female subjects as standard.

As the environmental and clinical manifestations of gam-

bling dynamically change, we need refreshing perspectives

on the characterisation of gambling symptoms. Lee et al.
offer a new appraisal on some of the most controversial

clinical symptoms of gambling, namely tolerance and with-

drawal. They advocate for a radical theoretical overhaul,

whereby tolerance (a transposition from substance-related

disorders symptoms) is reconceptualised as a phenomenon

much closer to loss-chasing behaviour (exclusive of gam-

bling). This provides a nice segue to Zhang and Clark

reflection on different perspectives on loss-chasing behav-

iour, a symptom that has been examined from both neu-

rocognitive and behavioural economics perspectives with-

out achieving cohesive integration. Their piece proposes

that related neurobiological disciplines (neuroimaging/

neuroeconomics/neuropharmacology) can successfully

arbitrate between these seemingly disparate views, and

they identify new ways in which this integration can be

attained. Taking a much more grassroots-oriented perspec-

tive, Jimenez-Murcia et al. provide a comprehensive over-

viewof theclinical implications ofdistinct individual-based

profiles of gambling preferences. They highlight the dif-

ferential risk factors and clinical outcomes associated with

preference for strategic versus nonstrategic gambling

modalities, and stress the increasing severity of clinical

presentations associated with online gambling.
www.sciencedirect.com 
Loss, stress and debts are tightly closed to gambling

behaviour. Buchanan et al. provide a clear overview of

the multifarious interactions between stress and gam-

bling. They elaborate on three pathways: how gambling

can be used to escape stress, how gambling becomes a

stressor, and how aberrant stress physiology can be a (so

far neglected) vulnerability factor for gambling behav-

iour. The basic mechanisms of gambling-stress inter-

actions are incredibly relevant to understand some of

the psychosocial consequences  (and determinants) of

gambling-related debts. Swanton and Gainsbury give a

rigorous, eye-opening, often shocking account of the

devastating impact of debt problems on the psychoso-

cial functioning and mental health of people with

gambling problems. They clearly explain how unethical

consumer credit systems can contribute to exacerbate

these problems, and offer an impressive set of recom-

mendations to promote more socially responsible con-

duct to prevent debt-related down spirals and enhance

the wellbeing of people affected by gambling-related

debts.

The ever-changing and increasingly effective ability of

the gambling landscape to exploit the weaknesses of our

reward system and challenge our emotion regulation and

control systems, and the dark side of problem gambling,

with psychopathological and psychosocial manifestations,

debts and loss-chasing behaviours perpetuating a vicious

cycle, strongly emphasise the need for funding and ambi-

tious policy and treatment approaches to tackle this

problem. The potential for neuroscience to inform our

understanding of the impact gambling has on the brain

continues to grow. Collectively, such research should

enable evidence-based interventions at the level of brain

systems, behaviour, and public policy to minimise the

harms experienced as a result of gambling and gaming

engagement.
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